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Purpose: Simultaneous multi-slice acquisitions are essen-
tial for modern neuroimaging research, enabling high tem-
poral resolution functional neuroimaging and high resolu-
tion q-space sampling diffusion acquisitions. Recently, deep
learning reconstruction techniques have been introduced
for unaliasing these accelerated acquisitions, and Robust
Artificial-neural-networks for K-space Interpolation (RAKI)
have shown promising preliminary capabilities. The present
study systematically examines the impacts of hyperparam-
eter selections for RAKI networks, and introduces a novel
training data augmentation formalism. This augmentation
approach is analogous to the split-slice formalism used in
slice-GRAPPA.
Methods: RAKI networks were developed with variable
numbers of layers, convolutional filter sizes, numbers of
convolutional filters in each layer, numbers of single voxel
convolutional filters, batch normalization, training dropout,
and split-slice training data augmentation. Each network
was trained over a period of fiveminutes and applied to five

Abbreviations: RAKI, RobustArtificial-neural-networks for k-space Interpolation; SMS, SimultaneousMulti-Slice;MRI,MagneticRes-
onance Imaging.
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different datasets including acquisitions harmonized with
Human Connectome Project protocols. Unaliasing perfor-
mance was assessed through the L1 norm errors computed
between unaliased timeseries and fully-sampled calibration
images.
Results: Split-slice training data augmentation significantly
improved network performance in nearly all hyperparamter
configurations. Best unaliasing results were achievedwith
three layer RAKI networks using at least 64 convolutional
filters with receptive fields of 7 voxels, 128 single-voxel fil-
ters in the penultimate RAKI layer, batch normalization, and
no training dropout with the split-slice augmented training
dataset. Networks trained without split-slice augmentation
showed symptoms of network over-fitting.
Conclusion: Split-slice augmentation for simultaneousmulti-
sliceRAKInetworkspositively impacts networkperformance.
Hyperparameter tuning of such reconstruction networks
can lead to further improvements in unaliasing performance.
K E YWORD S

RAKI, Deep Learning, Image Reconstruction, Simultaneous
Multi-Slice, Training Augmentation, Hyperparameters

1 | INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has proven to be an exceptionally valuable diagnostic and research imaging
platform due to its wide range of available contrast mechanisms and its lack of exposure to ionizing radiation. In the
realm of neuroscience research, MRI is a key technology as it can be used to map white matter fiber bundles with
diffusion tensor acquisitions [1], and identify regions of the brain which have changing hemodynamics with cortical
activationwith bloodoxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast [2]. These acquisitions are based upon “fast” imaging
techniques, such as echo planar imaging (EPI), which includes a full sampling of Fourier-space (k-space) observations for
an image following a single radio frequency (RF) excitation pulse [3]. Such “fast” techniques are essential for acquiring
a substantial sets of diffusion weighted images required for diffusion tensor modeling [4, 5, 6, 7]. Additionally, for
functional MRI studies, these methods are required to rapidly capture time series volumetric images with BOLD
contrast at reasonable spatial resolution and physiologically relevant time scales with respect to hemodynamic events.

Techniques have been developed to amortize the temporal overhead of the full acquisition processes across
multiple 2D slices by simultaneously exciting those slices and de-aliasing the resultant images with parallel imaging
techniques [8, 9, 10, 11]. Much ongoing development has focused upon improving the parallel imaging techniques for
these simultaneousmulti-slice (SMS) ormulti-band (MB) acquisitions. Improvements include the tagging of each excited
slice with unique magnetization phases [10, 12], shifting the apparent locations of the simultaneously excited slices
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Number Filter Number Penultimate Batch Dropout Split-Slice
Layers Size Filters Filters Norm. Augmentation

Values 1:2:7 1:2:11 32:32:128 64,128:128:512 T/F T/F T/F
Total 4 6 4 5 2 2 2

TABLE 1 Hyperparameters varied in the evaluation of RAKI networks for slice unaliasing. With a grid search, this
results in 3072 unique hyperparameter combinations that were used to train networks for each dataset.

with additional gradient encoding [13], and parameterizing the de-aliasing algorithm tominimize the leakage of signal
between unaliased spatial locations [14].

The significant recent advances in deep convolutional neural networks [15] have enabled paradigm shifting ap-
proaches toMR image reconstruction. A growing number of deep learning techniques for reconstruction are being
developed and demonstrated [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].

Of specific interest to the present study, convolutional neural networks have been applied to simultaneousmulti-
slice acquisitions. The Robust Artificial neural networks for K-space Interpolation (RAKI) [24] approach is a simple,
three-layer convolutional neural network is designed to produce and infer dynamically trained neural networkmodels
for each imaged subject. It is trainedwith single band k-space calibration data as the effective training “label,” and the
aliased slices as the training “input.” Thus, the RAKI network is similar to a standard slice-GRAPPA implementation [? ],
where the conventional linear computation of the GRAPPA is replaced by an empirical non-linear fitting algorithm in the
convolutional neural network. The initial demonstration of the RAKI network fit models uniquely for each slice and
coil [24]. More recently, the RAKI algorithm has beenmodified to simultaneously de-alias multiple slices [25].

In this work, the concept of “split-slice” de-aliasing is introduced to the training data provided to the RAKI network
to reduce aliased signal “leakage" between reconstructed slices. Additionally, several variations in network designs and
hyperparamters were analyzed with respect to their impact on unaliasing performance and network training efficiency.
Network performance was evaluated on human subject timeseries data, whereby the fully-sampled calibration image
was used as a reference uponwhich validation L1 norm loss was utilized as the key performance indicator.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Network Design

A commonly-utilized network architecture, based upon the previously published RAKI network [24], was selected
as the primary network architecture for the current study . Figure 1 shows an example RAKI network, wherein
the multitude of network hyperparameters are illustrated. Apparent in the figure are 4 convolutional layers, 9×9
convolutional filter size, 64 convolutional filters for each layer, and 128 convolutional filters in the penultimate layer. A
ReLU activation function is applied to all convolutions except for the final convolution [26].

To assess the impact of network hyperparameters on training efficiency and unaliasing performance, various
components of the RAKI network were independently varied. Hyperparameters examined in this work include: number
of convolutional layers, convolutional filter size, number of convolutional filters in each layer, number of convolutional
filters in the penultimate layer with unity filter size, inclusion of batch normalization following convolutions, and
inclusion of 50% dropout following convolutions. When dropout and batch normalization were applied, they were
applied following all convolutions except the final convolution. Table 1 shows the range of hyperparameters tested for
eachmetric. All hyperparameters were varied independently in a grid search.
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F IGURE 1 Example RAKI network. The input is a 104x104 k-space array, with real- and imaginary-valued layers for
each of 32 coils, yielding 64 input layers. In this example case, the network has 4 convolutional layers, with the
penultimate layer including 128 unit convolutions, and all other layers including 64 convolutions with 9x9 kernels. The
output yields a full k-space array for the real- and imaginary-channels of one reconstructed coil.

The neural networks in this study were developed using PyTorch 1.3.1 [27], with open source code available
at [28]. For consistent comparison, a subset of training hyperparameters were held constant for this investigation,
with appropriate values identified though a limited parameter space search. Bias terms in convolutions were set to
zero. Learning rate was set to 0.0001, and the ADAMoptimizer was used (βs 0.9 and 0.999; weight decay 0) [29]. L1
normalized loss was utilized for the optimization cost function. Convolutions were performed with only one group,
allowing real and imaginary observations in each layer to contribute to real and imaginary observations in the following
layer. Convolutional layers included a zero padding equal to half the convolutional kernel size to yield output arrays
matching the dimensionality of input arrays. The random number generator was seeded with the value of 42. In place of
setting the number of epochs to be a constant, training time was fixed at 5 minutes for each network. For split-slice
training (described in the next section), batch size was set to 48, while standard RAKI includes only one training set,
making batch size irrelevant for training.

Training was performedwith hardware acceleration using graphical processing units. Each networkwas trained
using oneNVIDIA K80 processor, and the 3072 unique networks were trained for each dataset in parallel utilizing a
cluster including 24 of these graphical processing units. Training input data was either selected as the first time point
in the EPI time series following the auto-calibration block, or was generated through a synthetic aliasing as described
below, and training output data were selected as the Fourier unaliased auto-calibration data described below.
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2.2 | Split-Slice Training Augmentation

Theuse of deep neural networks in k-space for image unaliasing can be viewed as a non-linear implementation of the
GRAPPA technique [30]. In the present context, the GRAPPA kernel, which is conventionally estimated usingmethods
of linear regression, is replaced by a convolutional neural network. In fact, a degenerate RAKI network, including one
convolutional layer with one filter andwithout activations is equivalent to a conventional GRAPPA implementation.

Within the published RAKI formalism, a unique set of kernels, or neural networkweights, are computed for each coil
and each slice from a single aliased input k-space array across all coils [24]. For split-slice GRAPPA, however, individual
k-space observationswithin a slice from all coils are supplied as inputs. Multi-slice k-space estimates are then generated
as outputs, such that only the observations corresponding to the input slice location are non-zero for the desired slice
and coil [14].

Analogous to split-sliceGRAPPA, single band k-space calibration data can be utilized for training in a split-slice RAKI
technique. A set of training data is built by summing subsets of single slice k-space observations from the single-band
calibration data for each slice in the packet excited with the SMS acquisition. A graphical representation of this yielding
four training sets is shown in Fig. 2. The first set in the figure includes the traditional RAKI training dataset, wherein the
fully aliased k-space for all coils is input and the k-space for the coil and slice from the network is output. In subsequent
rows of the figure, different subsets of slices are summed for each coil and the k-space for the network’s target slice
and coil is output. If the target slice k-space is not included in the synthetically aliased input (i.e. zero-valued), then the
training output is also set to zero. Each slice of the packet of aliased slices can either be included or not included in
the synthetically aliased “input” dataset to the neural network. With that binary decision logic, this yields 2n unique
combinations of subsets of slices in the packet of n simultaneously excited slices that can be synthetically aliased. As
such, this training data augmentation technique yields 2n sets of training data for an n-fold SMS acceleration.

In this work, each network was trained with the original RAKI training data set as well as the augmented split-slice
training data set. With the 8-fold SMS acceleration, this yields 256 unique training datasets, compared to the single
training dataset used in RAKI.

2.3 | Data Acquisition

This studywas approved by the local Institutional Review Board and prospective written consents were obtained
from all participants. Experiments were conducted on a GE Healthcare Discovery MR750 3.0T system (GE Health-
care, WaukeshaWI), using a 32-channel head receive coil (NovaMedical, WilmingtonMA). Data from five research
participants, enrolled in a larger study of sport concussion [31], were preserved for off-line reconstruction. Imaging
parameters included: 30ms TE, 800ms TR, 503 repetitions, 50◦ flip angle, 104×104 acquisitionmatrix, 20.8 cm field of
view, 2mm thick slices, 8-band SMS acceleration, 13 CAIPI field of view shift, and 64 total slices, harmonizedwith the
Human Connectome Project acquistion protocol [32]. Calibration images were generated using an auto-calibration
technique in which the first 16 repetitions of the time series included amodulation of the RF excitation phase of each
slice through a Fourier encoding scheme [33]. Unaliased k-space calibration data were generated through the Fourier
transform of those first 16 calibration repetitions.

2.4 | Network Performance Assessment

Following network training, each trainedmodel for a slice and coil combination for a given acquisition was used to
unalias 20 unique time points in the EPI time series that were not included in training set. Those 20 time points were
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F IGURE 2 Split slice training augmentation. Aliased k-space data, summed across slices, is input into the network
on the left, and the RAKI network for unaliasing slice 2 is trained with expected output arrays shown on the right. Each
of the four rows corresponds to a unique input/output set for training. RAKI, as originally described, is trained with fully
aliasedmulti-coil k-space as input and an unaliased k-space for one slice and coil combination as output (first row).
Training data can be augmented by creating synthetically aliased k-space data by summing the k-space observations for
subsets of slices in the excited packet. When the slice to be unaliased with the RAKI network is not included in the
synthetically aliased k-space, the network is trainedwith an output of zero (third row).

equally spaced throughout the time series acquisition. The performance of this inference wasmeasured using the same
L1 loss function used in training, and was reported as an average for each real or imaginary voxel value across all voxels
and testing time points.

Alongwith L1 error performance, computational efficiencywas also characterized for each of the implemented
training approaches. As training performance is likely to improve with number of epochs completed, and amore compu-
tationally efficient network will complete more epochs in the given training time than amore computationally intensive
network. Additionally, the use of GPU resources weremeasured following training of eachmodel, by using the vendor
provided “NV-SMI” program to report themaximum and average GPU processor andmemory usage. Amore computa-
tionally efficient networkwill maximize utilization of GPU resources. While computational performancemetrics hold
little direct bearing on unaliasing performance, it is anticipated that models which aremore computationally efficient
will maximize the number of training epochs completed in a fixed period of time, thereby improving performance.

To compare the relative performance ranking of each network across acquired subjects, a subject normalized loss
function was computed. This normalized loss was the ratio of the network’s loss function computed on the testing
dataset to the minimal testing loss function for that subject across all 3072 networks. With this normalized loss
function, all networks in each subject were ranked. An optimal network design should yield results which are in the
highest percentiles across all subjects. Also, a higher percentile that yields an optimal network with a consistent set of
hyperparameters across subjects should be indicative of the robustness of a training dataset parameterization.
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F IGURE 3 Violin plots of validation dataset loss functions with andwithout split-slice training data augmentation
for the considered network hyperparameters. Median loss function values (long dashes), and the 25t h and 75t h
percentiles (short dashes) are shown in the violin plots.

3 | RESULTS

The performance impact from the seven evaluated network design hyperparameters are presented in detail in the
following sections. Values were compared, unless otherwise noted, with non-parametricWilcoxon signed rank tests
[34]. In scenarios wheremultiple parameters were analyzed using linear regression, slopes are reportedwith p-values
for a hypothesis test of the slope being non-zero. Plots of validation L1 loss as a function of hyperparameter variations
are shown in Figure 3. Similar plots showing numbers of epochs completed, GPU processor usage, and GPUmemory
usage are presented as supplemental Figures (Figs. 6-8).

3.1 | Split-Slice Augmentation

Split-slice augmentation of training data improves the performance of trained RAKI networks. The split slice
augmentation yielded a median reduction in loss function value of 0.092 (paired t-test p<1e-8). In the full group of
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testedmodels, 60% ofmodels perform better with the split slice augmentation, and in the subset of best performing
networks wherein both the networks trained with standard RAKI and split slice RAKI yield validation cost functions of
less than unity, 81% ofmodels perform better with the split splice augmentation. In Figure 3, the improved performance
of split-slice training is apparent as themedian cost function values computed on the validation training sets (dashed
line) is lower in the split-slice augmented training set (gray) compared to the traditional RAKI training set (white).

Due to the fact that an epoch with split slice training includes 256 times the number of training datasets compared
to standard RAKI training, a number of significant differences were noted in the training process. The number of epochs
completedwith the split-slice augmentationwas dramatically less compared to standard training, with amedian number
of epochs completed of 112 versus 11,737 for the twomethods. Similarly, with increased training data volume, the split-
slice method utilizedmore GPUmemory, with a median usage of 40% of the available GPUmemory across all networks,
compared to 34%with standard RAKI. GPU processing utilization, however, was found to be very similar between the
two training techniques, withmedian usage of 89% and 88% for split-slice and standard training, respectively.

3.2 | Number of Layers

The number of layers in the RAKI networkwas found to have a strong impact on unaliasing performance. Results
are shown in Figure 3a. On average and with both conventional/spit-slice training sets, a network architecture of
3 layers was found to yield lowest validation loss. Markedly degraded performance was observed in the case of a
single-layer network, with an increase in cost function loss of 0.75 (p«1e-10) with split slice training and 0.22 (p«1e-10)
with traditional training. Lessmarked, but still significant, increases in cost function loss less than or equal to 0.2 (p<1e-3)
were present when there were 5 or 7 layers.

Increasing the number of layers in a RAKI network leads to an increase in the number of model weights. With
increasedmodel complexity, fewer epochswere run during the controlled training time. With split-slice training, a strong
linear trend was observed (p«1e-10) with nearly 7.8 fewer epochs completed for each additional layer introduced, and a
similar trendwas observed (p«1e-10) with standard training with 5,000 fewer epochs completed with each additional
layer. Decreased training epochs in the controlled training time could account for decreasedmodel performance with
increases in the number of layers. Unsurprisingly, increased layers corresponded to increased GPUmemory usage.
Additionally, increasing from one to three layers increased GPU usage from 65% to 81%, and GPU usage remained
saturated around 81%with further increases in the number of layers as the GPU usage was saturated.

3.3 | Filter Size

Filter size was found to have different relationships with network performance based upon the training set which
was used, as can be seen in Figure 3b. With split slice training, a trend for increased performancewith kernel size was
present (slope -0.041, p«1e-10), while a trend showing a reduced impact of kernel size was present with standard RAKI
training (slope -0.022, p«1e-10). In spite of these linear trends, the lowest validation set loss functions were observed
with a filter sizes of 7 and 9 in the split slice training set and filter size of 5 with the standard training set.

Increasing the filter size in a RAKI network leads to an increase in the number of model weights, and fewer epochs
were run during the training time. With split-slice training, a linear trendwas observed (p«1e-10) with nearly 8.1 fewer
epochs completed for each added point of filterwidth, and a similar trendwas observed (p«1e-10)with standard training
with 3300 fewer epochs completed with each additional point of filter width. Increased filter sizes used more GPU
processor cycles, with filter sizes from one to five utilizing 71-75% of the clock cycles and larger filters saturating the
GPUwith 83-94% usage. In each case, an increase of 2%GPU usage was correlated with each additional point of filter
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width (p«1e-10). Memory usage with split-slice training remained relatively constant across filter sizes at approximately
31-46%, with increases in usage associated withmore filters (slopes of 0.72% per point and 1.2% per point [p«1e-10] for
split-slice and standard training, respectively).

3.4 | Number of Filters

As shown in Figure 3c, the number of filters yieldedminimal impact on the performance of the networks tested
in this study. No significant trends were observedwith split-slice augmentation. A very slight trend of improvement
withmore filters was observedwith standard training, with a loss function reduction of 0.00018with each added filter
(p<0.03).

Increasing the number of filters in a RAKI network leads to an increase in the number of model weights, similar to
increasing the number of layers. With more filters, fewer epochs were run during the training time. With split-slice
training, a linear trend was observed (p«1e-10) with nearly 0.14 fewer epochs completed for each added filter, and
a similar trend was observed (p<1e-5) with standard training with 27 fewer epochs completed with each additional
filter. Increased numbers of filters minimally impacted GPU processor cycle usage, with approximately 75% to 83%
GPU usage with both training sets. There was no significant trend in GPU usage with split-slice training, and amodest
trend of reduced GPU usage by 0.022% for each filter (p<0.01) with standard traing. Similarly, modest increases in GPU
memory utilization were only observedwith standard RAKI training with increased number of filters (0.053 increase of
percentage used for each additional filter, p<1e-10).

3.5 | Penultimate Layer Filters

The penultimate layer of the RAKI network includes a convolution with filters corresponding to individual voxels.
This layer exists only in RAKI networks wherein the number of layers is greater than or equal to two. As seen in Figure
3d, the number of filters in this layer offers minimal impact on unaliasing performance when at least 128 filters are
used with the split-slice training data. Best performance with the split slice data is achieved with 128 filters, which
is significantly better than 64 filters (p<1e-9), 384 filters (p<0.02), and 512 filters (p<0.002), while offering a non-
significant improvement compared to 256 filters. With standard RAKI training, best results are achieved with 512
filters, with only significant improvement over 128 filters (p<0.02) and 64 filters (p<1e-10).

Increasing the number of filters in the penultimate RAKI network layer leads yields similar results aswith increasing
the number of filters in the other RAKI network layers. Withmore filters, fewer epochs were run during the training
time. With split-slice training, a linear trend was observed (p«1e-10) with nearly 0.10 fewer epochs completed for
each added filter, and a similar trendwas observed (p«1e-10) with standard training with 32 fewer epochs completed
with each additional filter. Linear trends of increasing GPU usage with increasing number of filters were once again
observed, with slopes of 0.012 (p<1e-10) and 0.0069 (p<1e-4) for split-slice and standard training. With both training
sets, GPUmemory usage was reducedwhen 64 filters were used (32% and 31%with split-slice and standard training,
respectively), while it remained stable at 38-41% and 35-37% for split-slice and standard networks with other numbers
of filters in this layer.

3.6 | Batch Normalization

Inclusion of batch normalization yields improved results. This technique, which addresses internal covariate
shifts, has been previously shown to improve training convergence [35]. In the networks utilized in this work, batch
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F IGURE 4 Representative images arising from the RAKI networks, as well as from traditional GRAPPA and
split-slice-GRAPPA algorithms. The utilized reference image is shown on the left, unaliased images are shown in the top
row on the right, and images of percent error between the unaliased images and the reference image are shown on the
bottom row on the right. Below each unaliased image, the k-space L1 norm error (reported as the primary performance
metric with deep learning techniques) is listed for reference.

normalization reduces themedian validation loss function valuewith standard training by 0.12 (p«1e-10) and split-sliced
augmented training by 0.17 (p«1e-10). This marked improvement is seen in Figure 3e.

Including batch normalization increases the computations performed in the deep neural network. As such, the
median number of epochs completed was reduced with batch normalization by 3.2 (p<0.001) and 2700 (p<1e-7) epochs
with split-slice and standard training, respectively. GPU usage increased from 89% to 94% (p<0.01) with split-slice
training with batch normalization, and decreased from 93% to 89% (p<0.01) with standard training. Similarly GPU
memory usage increased from 36% to 39% (p<1e-6) with split-slice training, and decreased from 32% to 31% (p<0.001)
with standard training.

3.7 | Dropout

Dropout layers are included in the training of networks to reduce the probability of over-fitting during training
[36]. With a very limited training set wheb using standard RAKI training[24], over-fitting is of great concern, and the
inclusion of 50% dropout layers yielded significantly improved network performance, with a decrease in validation loss
computation of 0.089, as shown in Figure 3f (p«1e-10). Conversely, with split slice augmentation and the limited training
duration of 300 seconds, the inclusion of 50% dropout layers yields decreased network performance, with an increase
of the validation loss function of 0.24 (p«1e-10).

Dropout reduces the number of neurons fit in the deep network in each batch. Including dropout did not yield a
difference in the number of epochs run during the training period with either training set. However, including dropout
led to increased GPU usage 89% to 94% (p<0.001) and 87% to 95% (p<1e-10) with split-slice and standard training.
Including dropout did not change thememory usage of split-slice training, although it increasedmemory usage from
29% to 34% (p<1e-10).

3.8 | Best Performing Networks

Different sets of optimal parameters were identifiedwith split-slice and standard RAKI training. With split-slice training,
an optimal network was identified to include: batch normalization, no training dropout, 64 unity-sized filters, 64
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convolutional filters with 9×9 receptive fields, and 7 RAKI network layers. This parameterizationwas in the 99.25t h
percentile across all five subjects. With standard training, the optimal identified network included: batch normalization,
training dropout, 128 unity-sized filters, 64 convolutional filters with 5×5 receptive fields, and 5 RAKI network layers.
With standard training, best performing network architectures were less stable across subjects, and this network was in
the 97t h percentile across all five subjects.

Resulting images for a representative slice, coil, and subject from these networks, as well as from standard GRAPPA
and split-slice-GRAPPA implementations, are shown in Fig. 4. Percent error maps show obvious differences in perfor-
mance between themethods, with most notable differences in regions in the frontal lobe. Also noted in Fig. 4 are the L1
loss function values calculated for the underlying k-space data used to reconstruct the unaliased images. The k-space
L1 loss function values are consistent with the image-space errormaps, and show that split-slice RAKI and standard
GRAPPA yield images with reduced error compared to standard RAKI and split-slice GRAPPA.

4 | DISCUSSION

There are two primary results of this study. First, the newly presented construct of split-slice training data
augmentation improves RAKI network performance. Second, RAKI network hyperparameters significantly impact
unaliasing performance and should be tuned for robust applications in light of the selected training dataset.

The concept of split-slice training data augmentation was shown to be beneficial for the application of trained
networks to acquired datawhichwas not included in the training data set. Because RAKI networks need to be trained on
a subject-by-subject basis, the implementation of these networks are limited by the requisite training time. Significant
over-fitting challenges are present in non-augmented training data sets, which is only partially mitigated with the
addition of dropout layers. However, adding diversity to the training data set with split-slice augmentation was shown
to substantially reduce the confounds of over-fitting. This suggests that training data augmentation with the split-slice
formalism is preferred over training dropout in RAKI networks.

The result of this study can be used to provide a recommended set of RAKI network hyperparameters for human
connectome project harmonized acquisitions when using the common experimental setup (pulse sequence, MRI system
model, and radio frequency receive coil) which was used in this work. Within the context of this study, the best RAKI
results arise from networks with: split slice training augmentation, seven layers, 64 convolutional filters with 9×9 voxel
receptive fields, 64 single voxel convolutional filters in the penultimate layer, and the inclusion of batch normalization. If
the number of training epochs of the split-slice augmented data are kept low, on the order of 112 as were performed in
5minutes in the presented work, the inclusion of dropout layers to reduce over-fitting is not advised as it decreases the
inference performance of the fit networks.

The performance dependence of RAKI networks onfilter sizewas found to rely on the presence of split-slice training
augmentation. With standard RAKI training, wherein only one dataset is used to fit themodel weights, networks fit with
larger kernel sizes performed poorlywhen applied to the validation data. This could be indicative of network over-fitting.
By increasing the number of variables fit in the deep neural network by increasing filter size and including a very limited
training data set, there weremore degrees of freedom in the fitting procedure to yield an over-fit model. Conversely,
with training data augmentation through the split-slice technique, the probability of over-fitting was reduced because
there wasmore diversity in the training data set. As such, the larger kernel sizes were found to perform better with
split-slice training.

On the other extreme, the simplest of the evaluated network designs (fewer layers and filters) were found to have
poorer performance than networks withmore elaborate architectures. In themost extreme case, a single-layer network
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with a single filter, which is equivalent to slice-GRAPPA, yielded performance outside of the 25t h percentile across
all networks for each of the considered subjects. This suggests that the RAKI networks perform better than simple
slice-GRAPPA algorithms. However, this workwas not designed to robustly compare these algorithms becauseGRAPPA
algorithms include a vast number of parameters which can, in turn, be optimized [37]. Future work to objectively
compare optimal slice-GRAPPA and RAKI-based algorithms, though beyond the scope of this work, are warranted.

The violin plots provided in this analysis show amulti-modal distribution that is more apparent in the networks
trainedwith the split-slice formalism. When the loss functions are normalized within subjects, this multi-modal loss
appearance fades. This observation suggests that data from some subjects systematically yields images with sub-par
unaliasing andwarrants further analysis in larger study cohorts.

While the NVIDIA K80GPUs include chips (“Kepler” generation) which are several generations behind the current
state of the art, their performance-per-dollar make themwell suited for highly-parallelized deployments. A subset of
networks fit in this workwere additionally re-fit using a current generation NVIDIA Titan VGPU. This newer “Volta”
generation includes specific “Tensor Cores” as well as more CUDA cores and higher clock andmemory speeds to speed
the process of deep learning network training. It was found that the “Volta” chips performed approximately 150%more
training epochs in the same 5minute training time. As such, if the presentedworkwere run on a lower tier of current
generation hardware, the presented results are expected to be achievable in about 3minutes 20 seconds of training in
place of 5minutes of training.

Training time in this workwas limited to 5minutes for each network for the reconstruction hardware utilized in this
study. It is well known that increasing training epochs yields improved network performance [36]. However, the RAKI
network needs to be trained for each imaging exam, and a unique network needs to be trained for each slice and coil. This
computational limitation, therefore, leads to a limitation in the application of the RAKI network: practical applications
are limited by the available computational resources and the amount of timewhich is allowed for network training. It is
expected that the performance of the tested RAKI networks could be improved if training were to be performedwith an
increased number of training epochs, and as described above, improvements in computational hardware can enable
such an improvement. Further, it is reasonable to expect that transfer learning, in which RAKI networks are trained
using diverse training sets over durations orders of magnitude greater than the 5minutes are used to identify initial
network weights for more abbreviated exam-specific training. It is expected that, for exam-specific RAKI training to be
deployable on a production scale, the deployment of such techniques to reduce training timewill be essential.

In this study, the split-slice formalism was introduced as a means to augment training data, thereby improving
unaliasing performance with aliased observations that were not included in the training dataset. That improvement was
observed in this presentedwork. With GRAPPA, the split-slice formalismwas introduced to reduce slice leakage, or
cross-talk, following unaliasing. This work does not include an analysis of slice cross talk or applications to functional
neuroimaging or diffusion acquisitions. With recommended network architectures identified through this investigation
of deep network hyperparameters, the evaluation of these networks with such acquisitions will be the subject of future
studies.

The acquisitions utilized for this study leveraged human connectome project harmonized protocols. Specifically,
networks were considered for only 8 packets of 8-fold SMS accelerated slices in the axial plane with 2mm isotropic
resolution and acquisition utilizing a 32-channel NovaMedical head coil. Analyses seeking to optimize hyperparameters
associated with conventional slice unaliasingmethods have shown that there is a dependence of optimal hyperparame-
ters based upon acquisition and acceleration parameters [37]. As such, care should be takenwith respect to generalizing
the results of this work to other acquisition parameterizations. However, as shownwith the aforementioned investiga-
tion of conventional unaliasing approaches, it is expected that optimal hyperparameters for human connectome project
harmonized acquisitions will be among the better performing hyperparameters for other, less aggressive acceleration
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factors.

5 | CONCLUSION

Split-slice training data augmentation yields improved unaliasing performance when deploying RAKI deep neural
networks for slice-unaliasing. In addition, increasing the number of network layer filters can further improve unaliasing
performance of these networks at the cost of increased computational time.
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F IGURE 5 Violin plots of epochs completed with split-slice training data augmentation for the considered network
hyperparameters.
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F IGURE 6 Violin plots of epochs completed with standard training data augmentation for the considered network
hyperparameters.
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F IGURE 7 Violin plots of GPU processor usage with andwithout split-slice training data augmentation for the
considered network hyperparameters.
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F IGURE 8 Violin plots of GPUmemory usage with andwithout split-slice training data augmentation for the
considered network hyperparameters.
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